A correlation between the timing of biopsy after autologous chondrocyte implantation and the histological appearance
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Autologous chondrocyte implantation is an option in the treatment of full-thickness chondral or osteochondral injuries which are symptomatic. The goal of surgery and rehabilitation is the replacement of damaged cartilage with hyaline or hyaline-like cartilage, producing improved levels of function and preventing early osteoarthritis. The intermediate results have been promising in terms of functional and clinical improvement.

Our aim was to explore the hypothesis that the histological quality of the repair tissue formed after autologous chondrocyte implantation improved with increasing time after implantation.

In all, 248 patients who had undergone autologous chondrocyte implantation had biopsies taken of the repair tissue which then underwent histological grading. Statistical analysis suggested that with doubling of the time after implantation the likelihood of a favourable histological outcome was increased by more than fourfold (p < 0.001).

Chondral damage to the knee is common in young patients.1,2 In symptomatic patients the current surgical treatment has focused on filling the defect with fibrocartilage from the subchondral bone. However, this tissue is deficient in type-II collagen and has poor resistance to shear forces which often leads to failure and early degenerative osteoarthritis (OA).3,4

The success of autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI), as an alternative treatment for symptomatic chondral defects, was first reported by Brittberg et al in 1994.5 The technique involves filling the defect with the patient’s own cells to restore the hyaline cartilage. These cells are harvested from the margin of the trochlear groove of the patient, cultured in the laboratory and re-implanted beneath a periosteal membrane to contain the cells within the defect. The membrane is sutured over the defect and sealed with fibrin glue to ensure that it remains watertight. In their study Brittberg et al5 demonstrated a hyaline-type repair, with the presence of type-II collagen, at one year in 11 of 15 patients with femoral condylar grafts. Further reports have suggested that the regenerate is durable with continued symptomatic improvement up to 11 years.6-16 There remains concern about the quality of the cartilage formed at the site of the defect. Needle biopsies taken after surgery have shown that this tissue is often fibrocartilage.7

Our aim was to explore the hypothesis that the quality of the repair tissue formed after ACI improves with time after surgery.

Patients and Methods
Clinical study. This prospective study was carried out in one centre. Ethical approval had been obtained. Since 1998, all patients undergoing ACI or matrix-assisted chondrocyte implantation (MACI) have been entered into the study. A periosteal flap technique was the only method available until 2003 when MACI was developed. Since then patients have been randomised either to ACI-C (collagen-covered ACI) or MACI. In all, 248 patients (136 males, 112 females) with a mean age of 33.4 years (15 to 52) have been operated on. The primary indication for surgery was persistent pain resulting from an isolated osteochondral defect greater than 1 cm² in the articular surface of the knee. The mean follow-up was 32 months (12 months to 9 years). A total of 102 patients underwent ACI and 146 patients had MACI.

Trauma, osteochondritis dissecans and chondromalacia patellae were the principal indications for surgery with a large proportion of patients having previously undergone other surgical treatments. Instability of the joint, abnormal alignment, OA and inflammatory joint disease were all exclusion criteria. All patients entered a structured rehabilitation programme.
In addition to the normal pre-operative investigations, the patients were assessed before chondrocyte implantation using validated clinical scoring systems such as the modified Cincinnati rating score\(^1\) (0 to 100), the Bentley functional rating score\(^1\) (0 to 4) and the Brittberg score\(^5\) (poor, fair, good or excellent). The annual functional outcome was assessed both at outpatient review and using postal questionnaires of the same scoring systems. The response rate was 99% throughout all the assessments with only two patients being lost to follow-up.

According to the study protocol, biopsies were scheduled for one year after implantation.

**Biopsy procedure.** At arthroscopy full-thickness biopsies were taken from the centre of the resurfaced lesion using a Jamshidi needle with a diameter of 2 mm (Fig. 1). The biopsy core was processed and 5 μm thick sections were stained with Erlich’s haematoxylin and eosin and Safranin O (Fig. 2). Slides were subsequently examined microscopically under polarised light, and assigned to one of four categories as follows: fibrous tissue, fibrocartilage, mixed fibrohyaline and hyaline-like cartilage. Because of constraints of the National Health System and waiting-list targets, the biopsies were actually performed at various time points after implantation, allowing us to correlate statistically the histological findings with the maturity of the repair tissue. In total, 248 biopsies were performed with the mean timing of the biopsy being 14.8 months (3 to 55) after implantation.
Statistical analysis. Data from this study were based on the histopathological assessment of biopsies obtained after chondrocyte implantation according to the categories given above. These data were categorical and ordered so that ordinal regression could be used to make inferences. Patients with fibrous tissue histology, histologically very similar to fibrocartilage, were grouped with fibrocartilage for modelling purposes, giving three categories.

Various ordinal regression models were fitted to the data. A continuation ratio model showed significant improvement to a proportional odds model, but the full multinomial model, ignoring ordering, did not produce markedly superior fitting. Therefore, we used the continuation ratio model.

Biopsy times followed a skewed distribution and therefore a log transformation of the variable was performed to help to stabilise the variance. Even after this transformation the variable did not seem to follow a normal distribution so that non-parametric bootstrap sampling was used to obtain appropriate confidence intervals using the percentile method.
A likelihood ratio test was performed across parameters to test whether the model parameters were constant across the categories of histology. Lack of fit was tested using a Pearson chi-squared test. Expected values were predicted from parameters of the continuation ratio model. Since time was measured on a continuous scale, the predicted value and times were calculated and then both observed and expected categorised to 0 to 12, 13 to 18 and 18 months. Treatment differences between changes in the clinical scores were analysed using the unpaired t-test. Statistical significance was set at a p-value ≤ 0.05.

**Results**

There was a sequential annual statistically significant improvement in the mean modified Cincinnati rating score for ACI and MACI (p < 0.001) when compared with the pre-operative level.19

There was no significant difference (p > 0.05) in the mean Bentley functional rating score between ACI and MACI up to two years after surgery, although both techniques showed significant and sequential improvement (p < 0.001) when compared with their mean pre-operative score.19

The Brittberg score allowed patients to score knee function subjectively as poor, fair, good or excellent. We have recently published figures19 showing the sequential results for both ACI and MACI with responses being grouped as excellent or good compared with fair or poor. Continued sequential increases in beneficial responses (good or excellent) were observed for both techniques, compared with those obtained pre-operatively while there was a corresponding reduction in adverse responses. The rate of improvement of beneficial responses and the rate of decline of adverse responses, using the trendline gradient, was three times greater for MACI than for ACI.

In all, 59 biopsies showed hyaline tissue (23.8%), 67 mixed hyaline and fibrocartilage (27.0%), 113 fibrocartilage only (45.6%) and nine fibrous tissue (3.6%). Figure 3 shows spikeplots of the data according to the histological result. The distribution of the biopsy times is skewed.
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Spikeplots of the data according to the histological result. The distribution of the biopsy times is skewed.
hyaline-like histology compared with all fibrohyaline cartilage. In other words, if the time after implantation doubles it is 4.21 times more likely that the histological result will be consistent with hyaline-like tissue as opposed to any other histological outcome. This is a very strong dependency, and suggests that there is no purpose in taking biopsies before a certain time, given that the graft may still be improving.

A test for the equality of parameters across histological categories gave a p-value of 0.24, indicating that one global odds ratio was sufficient. The Pearson test for lack of fit returned a p-value of 0.16, again indicating there was no significant lack of fit from the model.

Discussion

After ACI, maturation of the cartilage occurs through several phases. The first, termed the proliferative phase, occurs during the first six weeks. Cells adhere to the subchondral bone plate, a process that can take from 12 to 18 hours. A soft primitive repair tissue forms during this initial phase. The second phase, the transition phase, occurs during the next four to six months. This is characterised by expansion of the matrix released by the chondrocytes with a putty-like consistency. The final phase, the remodelling phase, is characterised by progressive hardening of the cartilage tissue to the firm quality of the adjacent native cartilage. This process begins at approximately six months.

In vitro studies so far have shown that tissue-engineered autologous cartilaginous tissue attached to a bone substitute in vitro matures with time showing improved histomorphometric characteristics and integration. Recently, Brun et al have studied the post-implantation biopsies of 63 patients treated by grafts of autologous chondrocytes grown on three-dimensional hyaluronic-acid biomaterials. They found that the percentage of hyaline-regenerated tissue was significantly greater in biopsies obtained after, as opposed to within, 18 months of implantation.

Our results showed that compared with the pre-operative scores, significant, continuous improvement was reported in all three functional scores (p < 0.001) with annual maintained improvement up to nine years after implantation. Importantly, our results confirm our initial hypothesis that ACI forms a durable repair tissue which remodels and continues to improve in quality with time.

On the basis of our study it is proposed that for future research purposes 24 months should be used as the optimal time for performing a biopsy, since our data demonstrate that the histological outcome is still improving at this point.
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